
MSAR	Horse	Trainings	January,	2017	
Mounted Training Unit Leads: (Carol Bridgeman, Martha Dunn, Kristi Lee Eifert)  
- All trainings are designed to emulate possible Search & Rescue situations that might 
be needed by horse and rider. Please arrive promptly and have your horse “warmed 
up” prior to the start time of the training. Most training’s will begin on the ground, 
(please have halters under bridles). Please review description of the trainings below. 
Written articles and YouTube links have been provided for your review. Enjoy. 
 

January, 28th - Location: NCEFT Arena Time: 9:00am-1:00pm  Start Time: 10:00am 
Focus: "Connection & Control" 
Leads: Caprice, Carol, Chris F. Kristi, Martha, Odette. 
Objectives: Riders ask horse using correct aides to accomplish the maneuver.  
 6 Riding Stations: The "Leads" will work at one station with a small group of Riders for 15 
to 20 minutes, then the "Leads" will travel clockwise to the next station and the Riders will 
travel counter-clockwise. 
 

Groundwork before Mounted work:  
Get soft in the bridle: https://youtu.be/KIUEOdVxEf0 
Importance of groundwork:  
https://youtu.be/q7JmW3PXAGs?list=PLm6VTUGgHOTGEK87fXQ-GEOHT95VnCp3n 
 

1) Understanding the bend of horse’s rib cage. 
 - Maneuvers: Practice moving horse in a circle while engaging the rib cage. 
 - To bend well and be flexible, your horse must develop a great deal of strength in his back 
and hindquarters— in fact, in his entire body. To travel correctly around a turn or circle, 
your horse must bend his body through his rib cage, rather than simply turn his nose to the 
inside. It takes time to develop the balance and strength necessary to do this well, so be 
patient with your horse. 
 - Article: http://trailridermag.com/article/flex-control 
 - Article: http://practicalhorsemanmag.com/article/how-do-i-teach-my-horse-to-bend-30521 
 - Article: http://www.barrelracingtips.com/its-all-about-the-ribs-how-to-flex-and-elevate-
them-for-ultimate-athleticism-power 
 - Article: http://www.westerntrainingonline.co.uk/63401/63501.html 
 - Article: http://www.arrowequestrian.co.uk/bend.php 
 

2) Backing up [straight, "L", on a bend].  
 - Maneuvers: Between wall & Cavalettis, between Cavalettis, between cones.  
 - Backing through a narrow pathway with the added difficulty of a 90-degree turn, like the 
L-shaped obstacle, puts your horse’s handle to the test, no matter if he’s a show or 
recreational mount. Practicing this exercise will point out holes in your training—especially 
if your horse doesn’t respond well to backing cues or move away from leg pressure. 
 - Article: http://horseandrider.com/article/backing-31952 
 - Groundwork: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_bC4gSszOa4 
 - Mounted: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6YAsA_QkPJ8 
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3) Side passing Right & Left directions.  
 - Maneuvers: facing wall, without use of wall, over an object.  
 - Developing a side pass in your horse is not only for the function of being able to open 
gates on horseback, it allows you to better control your horse in all aspects of riding even at 
the lope and gallop. All riders should develop a side pass on their horses, even if you have 
no gates to open, is your horse just becomes a better horse being able to disengage both front 
and rear ends independently and at the same time. It is useful when moving forward to 
“push” the horse laterally, and is a skill that doesn’t require a rider to be jerking or pulling 
on the reins forcing the rider to use the idea of pressure and release. 
- Article: http://horseandrider.com/article/sideways-control-26943 
- Groundwork Part 1: https://youtu.be/MagvOKkvrW4 
- Groundwork Part 2: https://youtu.be/caTrci7mjv4 
- Mounted @ the fence: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=w_TXBu_UNwo 
- Mounted (Yield to Sidepass): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=u0lVwXxZWg4 
- Mounted (sideWAYS vs sidePASS): https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OtnJjajT5XE 

 

4) Cavaletti Poles [Walk/Jog].  
 - Maneuvers: on a loose/free rein, on a collected rein. 
- Riding over ground poles isn’t just for riders who jump; working a horse over poles has 
benefits no matter what discipline you ride! Some of these benefits include: 
• Strengthening his hind end (especially helpful for horses coming off a layup); improving 
his rhythm; keeping boredom at bay. 
Benefits for the rider include: 
• Developing your eye; improving timing; promoting proper balance (it goes without saying 
that you should never hang on your horse’s mouth to keep your balance over any ground 
pole exercise); focusing your attention on steering and straightness. 
Ground poles are easy to set up (no lugging heavy standards around!) and there is no limit to 
the exercises you can create with them. You can even build challenges to lounge your horse 
over! 
- Article: https://www.horsejournals.com/riding-training/english/dressage/9-best-

cavalletti-exercises 
- Article: http://www.horsechannel.com/english-horse-training/get-your-horse-fit-with-

ground-poles.aspx 
- Groundwork: https://youtu.be/FeYb83Gu8sE 
- Mounted: https://youtu.be/fCoq-xD_GBs 
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5) Turn on the forehand.  
 - Maneuvers: facing wall, turn without use of wall. 
 - It involves the horse's inside fore marking time on the spot. The outside foreleg moves 
forward very slightly and the hind legs move in a semicircle around the inside foreleg. A 
clear walk rhythm and sequence should be maintained throughout. During the turn, the 
horse's forehand should be prevented from moving forwards, sideways or backwards. When 
first beginning to teach this movement, the horse bends in the direction away from the 
movement of the hindquarters (so he bends to the left if the hindquarters are being pushed to 
the right). When he advances, he may be asked to have a very slight flexion in the direction 
of movement. 
 - Article: http://practicalhorsemanmag.com/article/turnonforehand_102105 
 - Groundwork: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4yeVTOV3m7s 
 - Mounted: https://youtu.be/GxRzh1-F0_g 
 
6) Turn on the haunches or hindquarters.  
 - Maneuvers: hindquarters towards the wall, turn without use of wall. 
 - If you do Recreational Riding: The ability to maneuver your horse’s hindquarters gives 
you better control of him overall. It’s imperative for safety issues, as well as for establishing 
and maintaining straightness, and for tasks as simple as opening and closing gates. 
- If you do Competitive Riding: Hindquarters control is essential. You’ll need it to get 
polished performances for such maneuvers as picking up leads, making lead changes, and 
negotiating trail-class obstacles. 
 - Article: http://horseandrider.com/article/hip-control-15913 
 - Groundwork w/wild mustang: https://youtu.be/FqUxryhjr_0 
 - Mounted: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NLzcwE4b1aI 
 
 


